M’Network
We are looking for team members, partners/co-founders in charge of technology development at M’Network Incorporation, which is a foundational platform. https://www.mnetgo.com functioning as LinkedIn. Further, a decentralized e-commerce solution named M’Butic is integrated. e.g. of M’Butic examples https://www.mbutic.com/semayshop & https://www.mbutic.com/wakafrica
Please see in video animation on M’Network our solutions for
  • Micro, Small and Medium sized enterprises [MSMEs] https://youtu.be/6qWO6NW0CNs
  • Financial Institutions https://youtu.be/HLE5-SM1k

Profile of the student developer(s)
We are looking for motivated students, both front and back-end developers, with entrepreneurial spirit, eager to try out new things. But also sharing with us the vision to make the world a better place with the utilization of ICT. The candidates must be familiar with one or more technologies used for the development of M’Network/M’Butic namely Typo3, PHP, HTML/CSS/JavaScript.

Our Immediate goals - Your Tasks
The current system [M’Network and M’Butic] has been developed up to 70% in regards to our plans. In order to improve the customer journey, particularly the user experience, and subsequently
1. facilitate onboarding process, thanks to the improved user interaction design
2. create immediate value for the users thanks to the improved features
3. start commercialization and attract investors
we seek to enhance and fine-tune technically M’Network/M’Butic, with a particular focus on the
   a. enhancement of the sign up and posting process,
   b. “Search” feature and the Interaction among the user groups
   c. Integration of a live chatting feature, Subscription, Advertising and Payment solution

Duration - 3 months
Ideally, the task shall be carried out in a period of 3 months on development, testing and enhancement front/ back-end in iteration with users and our agents based in Africa and in Germany. The tasks can start immediately once an agreement is reached between our both parties.

Effort assessment – Budget Definition
Prior starting the project, the work load will be assessed and prioritized together with the selected team members. Based on a common agreement a subsequent budget will be validated.

Compensation
The validated budget will be considered as contribution
  • in equity in M’Network Incorporation and/or M’Butic Incorporation
  • cash payment on agreed amount and disbursement calendar

Career Development Opportunity
The team members will be considered as co-founders, will be offered equity and due course senior positions in M’Network Incorporation and M’Butic Incorporation. This is to say that student team members can continue their study whilst collaborating with us during their part-time.


Contact:
Gilles komi MAGLO Email gmk@mesdak.com Tel + 49 172 611 75 22